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A powerful, suave Bengal tiger, Shere Khan had nothing but disdain for his victims. His reputation was such
that he needed only to show himself to intimidate the inhabitants of the jungle. His only fears are guns and
fire. However, he was pretty egotistical and cocky, which often led to his friends bailing him out sometimes.
The group went on many adventures, but at some undetermined time, Shere Khan developed a strong British
accent and became a vicious predator, feared by most if, not all the members of the jungle. Shere Khan then
lost his friends, who would become his enemies from that moment forward. It makes me irritable. With a
dignified manner of carrying himself, and a strong sense of pride and elegance, the ruthless tiger is viewed as
the uncorroborated ruler of the jungles of India; he is well aware of this reputation, as he takes advantage of it
sadistically. Most, if not all residents of the jungle, are known to fear Shere Khan, and for reasons apparent:
Shere Khan holds a burning hatred for mankind and vows to kill any human that steps foot within the jungle.
It has been strongly implied that Shere Khan sees humans as unforgiving, and soulless creatures who
continuously cause havoc on nature, using narcissistic entitlement as justification for such acts. Unlike the first
film, his polite mannerisms and calm monologues are a rarity, as his bitterness and hatred towards Mowgli
drive him to deeper madness, resulting in action being taken much quicker and having no comedic quirks
whatsoever. In the jungles of India, Bagheera the panther comes across an orphaned, human child lost in the
jungle. The panther takes the child and delivers him to a pack of wolvesâ€”all of whom graciously accept the
boy as their own. It is ultimately decided that the jungle is no longer safe for the boy and that he must be
returned to the Man-Village for his own good. Bagheera volunteers to escort him, and the journey begins.
Shere Khan makes his first physical appearance while stalking a deer as prey. After Bagheera stopped them,
Shere Khan eavesdropped on their conversation and was delighted when he heard about Mowgli, who had
managed to escape Bagheera in hopes of staying in the jungle; without the panther at his side, the boy was
now devoid of protection. After searching for some time, he heard Kaa seducing a victim and became
suspicious. Kaa acted strangely while answering his questions, even attempting to hypnotize him, and his
suspicious behavior prompted Shere Khan to search his coils for Mowgli. When it appeared that Kaa was
truthful, Khan ordered him to act as an informative should the former come across the man-cub. Kaa agreed,
and Khan took his leave. After investigating the occasion, he found Mowgli and calmly approached the group.
Shere Khan then became furious, battled Baloo, and nearly killed him. The vultures intervened and stalled the
tiger while Mowgli tied a burning branch to his tail. Upon noticing, Khan became terrified and frantically tried
to put out the fire, but to no avail, forcing him to flee the wasteland with the burning branch still tied to his
tail, burning his back and greatly humiliating him in the process. Shere Khan returned once again as the main
antagonist in the second film. Unlike in the first, he appeared much earlier. He seeks revenge on Mowgli for
humiliating him at the climax of the original film and wishes for nothing more than his death. Khan travels to
the Man-Village where Mowgli dwells. All at once, Mowgli appeared in the air above the house. After Shanti
started screaming about a wild animal, Khan noticed it was Baloo with Mowgli and was surprised. Khan was
attacked by the villagers with torches but they had no power over him. He escaped in rage but overjoyed to
hear that Mowgli is now in the jungle. He encountered Kaa afterward, who had seen Mowgli. Out of fear, Kaa
told Khan to search by the swamp. However, when Khan arrived, Mowgli is nowhere to be found and he
splashes the water in fury as he says "That snake lied to me! Before Khan leaves, he viciously mauls Lucky as
revenge for the annoyance and presumably kills him. Later on, he found Shanti and Ranjan and cornered them.
Mowgli then appeared to find them and Khan confronted him. Mowgli ran away and Khan pursued him to a
temple in the middle of a pool of lava. After Baloo and Shanti teamed up and started to bang gongs with
Mowgli, one fell down revealing Shanti. Mowgli did and he pursued him and Shanti after knocking Baloo
aside. Mowgli and Shanti jumped onto a tiger statue right over a pit of lava with Shere Khan right behind
them. Baloo saved Mowgli and Shanti, while Khan fell into the pit. Lucky, still alive but lost the feathers on
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his body and has a bruised right eye, then flew down and started to tease Khan again, much to his annoyance.
Shere Khan appeared in a more anthropomorphic form in the television series TaleSpin. Tony Jay provides his
thick, British-accented voice starting from the series, until his death. Khan is an extremely wealthy
businessman who is the dominant economic force in Cape Suzette and an anti-hero. He is depicted as a selfish
business man. He is sometimes accompanied by an unnamed emaciated tiger "yes-man" office aide. He takes
enjoyment out of running small companies out of business Higher for Hire is sometimes on his hit list with a
sense of ruthlessness to skirt around the law as he chooses. He also likes to feed tiny insects to the many
carnivorous plants he grows in his office. He once even hired the Air Pirates to create an artificial oil shortage
so he could extort higher prices from the public in " On a Wing and a Bear ". He has a well-armed air force
and navy, complete with battleships. This is mainly to protect his shipping and business interests worldwide.
He has an extremely cool and calm personality, rarely if ever showing any sort of alarm or surprise regardless
of the circumstances. This version of Shere Khan also makes a cameo on a mugshot in Bonkers. Shere Khan
was more of a bully and cocky in the series rather than a dangerous predator. In the series, Shere Khan is given
an American accent, while in other appearances, Khan speaks with a British accent. He seems to be the oldest
of the cubs. He is sometimes called Khanny by others. Khan prefers to refer to the others as his followers
rather than his friends, even though he obviously enjoys spending time with them. During the second season
though, while still friends with the other cubs, he becomes less often seen with them and spends more time
hunting. Much like an adult, Khan was sometimes found with Kaa. In one episode, the duo teamed up to take
advantage of Louie , after he accidentally injured them. Acting as if they were too injured to do anything
themselves, they spent the day bossing the ape around. Khan is the least physically-changed of the cubs during
the second season: He is slightly taller with brighter fur, but still has the same voice actor. Shere Khan
appeared in the TV series House of Mouse as a recurring guest, usually seen sitting either alone or with Kaa.
In most of his pairings with Kaa, he is often seen holding Kaa by the neck, like in the movie. He used one of
his claws on Goofy to make it clear that he and Kaa was not a vegetarian.
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She is based on the original character from the Cinderella fairy tale created by Charles Perrault. Unlike most
Disney villains, who sport fiery personalities and desire power and the spotlight, she possesses a more
cunning, subtle, passive-aggressive personality with a shrewd intelligence and ability for manipulation,
particularly towards her daughters. She rarely yells, speaking in a calm, collected voice, even when angered.
She wishes her daughters to succeed so that she may reap the benefits when it best suits her. She is introduced
in the prologue of the film. She was a widow herself, with two daughters from her first marriage. She lets the
chateau fall into disrepair while pampering her own selfishly spoiled daughters and forcing Cinderella to
become a maid in her own home. Lady Tremaine allows Cinderella to attend the Royal Ball, on the condition
that Cinderella finishes all her chores and finds a suitable dress. When Cinderella actually finishes her work
and appears ready for the Ball in a suitable dress, Lady Tremaine mildly mentions the beads and sash that Jaq
and Gus found after Anastasia and Drizella threw them out. When Cinderella, with the help of a Fairy
Godmother , nevertheless attends the ball, her stepfamily does not recognize her, but Lady Tremaine notes a
familiarity about her appearance as she dances with Prince Charming. News promptly arrives by way of a
Royal Proclamation that the Prince will marry the girl whose foot fits the glass slipper accidentally left behind
by Cinderella at the ball. Lady Tremaine overhears Cinderella dreamily humming the song "So This is Love"
as she heads to the attic, and realizes that she was the mysterious girl at the ball. Hoping to pass off one of her
daughters as the mysterious girl, Lady Tremaine follows Cinderella up to the attic and locks her in her room,
putting the key in her pocket. Lady Tremaine attempts to convince the Duke that Cinderella is merely a lowly
scullery maid who did not even attend the ball. The Duke also finds Cinderella strikingly familiar to him. He
proceeds to try the glass slipper on Cinderella. She made her second appearance in the direct-to-video sequel
Cinderella II: Dreams Come True , this time voiced by Susanne Blakeslee. In this film, she only appeared in
the An Uncommon Romance segment, where Anastasia has to go against her mother for the first time. A
likable, slightly plump humble baker falls in love with Anastasia, as does she with him. Lady Tremaine and
Drizella do everything they can to thwart this romance, but Cinderella encourages Anastasia to follow her own
heart which she does. A Twist in Time , again voiced by Blakeslee, wherein she resumes her role as the
pivotal antagonist. When Cinderella tries to set things right, Lady Tremaine thwarts her efforts, aided by the
magic wand. Anastasia then gives the magic wand to Cinderella so that she can undo all the wrongs that had
been committed. During the end credits, Lady Tremaine and Drizella have been restored, but are wearing
scullery clothes identical to those Cinderella used to wear, implying that they will be working in the palace as
servants as their punishment. Aside from the films, Lady Tremaine has also made various appearances on the
Disney Channel series House of Mouse ; she frequently shares a table with another famous wicked
stepmother, Queen Grimhilde from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. Again, in these appearances, she is
voiced by Susan Blakeslee. In the game, she is much crueler and is even hinted to be a sadist. She plays out
the same role as in the film, only this time, the extreme darkness in her heart creates two Unversed, fuelled by
her hatred of Cinderella. When Aqua jumps in and rescues Cinderella, the Cursed Coach accidentally drops a
fire bomb in front of Lady Tremaine and her daughters, which explodes and leaves their fate unknown. She is
voiced by Eleanor Audley in the original film, and by Susan Blakeslee in subsequent appearances. In the
live-action version , Lady Tremaine was portrayed by Cate Blanchett. At first, Lady Tremaine did not seem to
bear any particular animosity towards Ella, but her jealousy and spite was incited after overhearing a private
conversation in which it was confirmed that her second husband loved his biological daughter more than he
did her, and that he still cherished the memory of his first wife. After he died while on a business trip, Lady
Tremaine was hurt and jealous that his dying words had only been of Ella and her mother. Revealing her true
colors, she takes her jealousy out on Ella, firing all of the servants and forcing Ella to take up most of their
duties. Lady Tremaine rips one of the sleeves and encourages her daughters to help her tear the dress apart.
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The next morning, she discovers a glass slipper hidden in the attic. Knowing that the other slipper will fit Ella,
she demands that Ella make her the head of the royal household and to ensure that Drisella and Anastasia find
proper husbands. An enraged Lady Tremaine locks Ella in the attic. She then blackmails the Grand Duke into
ensuring that she will become a countess , in return for keeping the secret so that Kit can be married to a
princess from another kingdom, as his father had originally intended. When the Captain finds Ella hidden in
the attic, Lady Tremaine initially tells the Captain that as her mother, she will not allow Ella to try it on. Ella
curtly tells her that she is not, nor will she ever will be, her mother. Ella leaves with Kit after forgiving her
stepmother. The Tremaines leave the kingdom with the Grand Duke, never to return. Isle of the Lost novel ,
Lady Tremaine obtains a grandson, Anthony, by one of her children and several granddaughters referred to as
the step-granddaughters and teaches "Evil " on the Isle of the Lost. Lady Tremaine has a voice cameo in the
sequel Descendants 2 as she yells at her granddaughter Dizzy to be quiet, but the actress that voiced her was
uncredited.
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Why does Peter Pan fly? Man, that joke never gets old. Maybe its because it has a Hook. Disney Channel
should just stop making new shows and replay all the old ones. Your food is so frozen it started singing let it
go! When I was younger, I dressed ups a frog and robbed a bank. That was my first time that I Kerm-itted a
crime. My grades are so bad, not even Fix It Felix could fix them. Simba was walking too slow, so I told him
to Mufasa. In movies when people go underwater, I like to hold my breath and see if I would survive in that
situation. I died in Finding Nemo. I like how in the Lion King, the darkest lion is the murderer. Way to go
DisneyWorld is a people trap set by a mouse. What was Captain Hooks name when he had two hands? On a
scale of Elsa to Nicki Minaj how does your teenage daughter dress? I tried to stream Frozen last night, it kept
on freezing. I think I have to let it go. Cinderella walked on broken glass, Sleeping beauty let her whole life
pass by, Belle fell in love with a beast Cinderella is proof that a new pair of shoes can change your life. If
Cinderella can get her prince charming without taking her dress off, then so can you. Two men raised Simba
and he turned out just fine. Donald duck - The original Angry Bird. These two people named Jane and Michael
were walking out on the street and bumped into each other and Jane said, "I know a man with a wooden leg
named Smith. Dirty Disney Jokes Q: Did you hear how Captain Hook died? What did Cinderella do when she
got to the ball? Why do the seven dwarfs laugh when they play soccer? The grass tickles their balls Q: How do
you kill the hunchback of Notre Dame? What did Mulan and her husband name their retarded baby? They
named him Sum Ting Wong! Why was Anger so furious? Because Sadness touched one of his balls. Kermit
the frogs finger Q: Because he has cotton balls. Why did Chip n Dale take Daisy Duck to the hospital?
Because they busted a nut inside of her. Mary Poopins the toilet. What do Viagra and Disney Land have in
common? They both cause you to stand around for an hour waiting for a two minute ride! What does Prince
Naveen do when his dishwasher stops working? Slap her on the ass and tell her to get back to work. What do
you call the Disney film about cancer? James and the Giant Tumor. Whats the best thing about Pocahontas in
the shower? Slick her hair back and she looks How do frogs die? Why cant you put Anna in Disney Stars on
Ice? Because she will freeze. Why does Piglet always smell so bad? Because Piglet is always playing with
Pooh Q: Why does Miss Piggy douche with honey? Because Kermit likes sweet and sour pork. Have you seen
the Disney movie about a trailer park? Lady and the Tramp Stamp. Why did the seven dwarves go to jail?
They sold all there gems for hi-hoes! How does Peter Pan fly? If you got hit in the Peter with a pan you could
fly too. What does Justin Bieber and Pinocchio have in common? They both want to be real boys. What do
Mickey Mouse and Micheal Jackson have in common? They both have black with white faces, wear gloves,
and like to play with children. Why do Chip N Dale sit on their butts all day? To keep their nuts dry! Why
does Miley Cyrus want to be Snow White? So she can "Whistle While You Twerk". What did Nala say to
Simba? Because every time she gets to sixty nine she gets a frog in her throat. Wanna know something about
Pinocchio? Snow White saw Pinocchio walking through the woods so she ran up behind him, knocked him
flat on his back, and then sat on his face crying, "Lie to me! The Frog takes a hit from a joint, and removes his
Oakley glasses to reply; "Ahhh, that was in the old story. Pinocchio therefore went to visit Gepetto to see if he
could help. Gepetto suggested he try a little sandpaper wherever indicated and Pinocchio skipped away
enlightened. Because I think we mermaid for each other! Hey are you Cinderella because I see that dress
disappearing at midnight. Wanna play with my Woody? Cinderella has her prince, and me? You know how
many hairs are on the leg of the drunken pirate sitting on the bridge. You have more Disney movies than
Blockbuster. Your favorite song is "Zippity-Doo-Dah". When you hear people talking about "the
underprivileged", you assume they are referring to those who have to stay off-site. You tried to pay your
electric bill with Disney Dollars. You pray that nobody will ever discover your dirty little secret: That you
sneak out of bed in the middle of the night, logon to the internet, and drool over online pictures of WDW.
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Pocahontas was only 11 when she met the 28 years old John Smith.
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Contents [ show ] Background Mowgli is a human child, who was found in a basket on the edge of a
torn-apart boat as a baby by Bagheera , a black panther, with that fraction of a boat laying on a rock and its
rear pointing up. Apparently orphaned, Mowgli was raised by a pack of wolves until he was 10 years old.
However, the threat of Shere Khan forces the pack to send him away, and Bagheera decides to take him to a
nearby man-village for his protection. In the first scene of the film, Mowgli, as an infant, was found in a
battered canoe. His parents were nowhere to be found, but it is implied that they died not too long before
Mowgli was discovered by Bagheera. How exactly is unknown, but it can be concluded that a messy river
accident claimed their lives. Personality Mowgli is portrayed as an average child in the original film.
Generally happy-go-lucky, but had a difficult time dealing with rules, and even more so, change. His goal
throughout the film was to somehow find his place in the jungle, in hopes of remaining there, despite the
looming threat of Shere Khan. This ambition would cause trouble for Mowgli, as he would unknowingly
become the pawn of schemes from some animals, such as Kaa the Python and King Louie , who both sought
out to manipulate Mowgli for their own, personal gain, rather than treating him as a member of their family,
which is truly what the man-cub desired. Unlike most other animals, Baloo originally had no qualms with the
idea of Mowgli staying in the jungle and saw the man-cub as his own son as their time together escalated, with
Mowgli returning the affection by viewing Baloo as his father. Nevertheless, Mowgli would come to
understand by the end of the film, and immediately patch his close relationships. Interestingly, Mowgli is quite
fearless and plucky, but not in an entirely foolish manner, despite his size, being illiterate and lack of
animalistic abilities and survival instincts. When met with obstacles in the jungle, the man-cub would retaliate
once the danger is realized, and often come out on top. This is seen through his interactions with Kaa, the
elephants, and the Bandar-log minions of King Louie. On one peaceful day in the jungle, Bagheera the panther
hears the cries of something unfamiliar to him and the jungle inhabitants. He goes to investigate and finds an
abandoned, wrecked canoe. Inside, he finds a basket with a human baby, a "man cub. As the years past, the
man cub was named Mowgli, gained the ability to speak with animals, and has become great friends with
Bagheera. One night, the wolf pack learned that the notorious predator, Shere Khan, has returned to that part
of the jungle, in an attempt to murder Mowgli. Bagheera offers to take him, but the stubborn Mowgli refuses
to go. Mowgli and Bagheera rest in a tree for the night, but they encounter Kaa , who hypnotizes Mowgli and
wraps him up in his coils in order to eat him. Fortunately, Mowgli is saved by Bagheera, and the former
pushes Kaa off the tree with his feet. The next morning, Mowgli meets and befriends Hathi, Jr. Colonel Hathi
is surprised by the very idea of a man cub in "his" jungle. The escapade with Hathi causes Bagheera to become
even more fed up with Mowgli, to the point where he abandons him. Alone, Mowgli sits quietly when a bear
named Baloo comes strolling by. Mowgli poorly attempts to fight off Baloo, but with his terrible combat
ability, Baloo decides to teach Mowgli how to fight instead. The lesson includes teaching him how to roar like
a bear. When he finds Baloo and Mowgli bonding, Bagheera learns that Mowgli plans on staying with Baloo
in the jungle, and storms off again. During a float down the river, Mowgli is kidnapped by a group of monkeys
, and is taken to their leader an orangutan named King Louie. Louie wishes to have Mowgli teach him how to
make fire so that he can become a man. When Baloo confesses the truth, Mowgli runs off, feeling betrayed.
After running, Mowgli stops near a tree, where he encounters Kaa again. Kaa tries to persuade Mowgli to trust
him on account that he can help Mowgli stay in the jungle. Mowgli is hesitant, but Kaa manages to hypnotize
Mowgli and he sleepwalks on his coils. After coiling Mowgli up from head to feet, Kaa is interrupted by Shere
Khan before he can enjoy his captured meal. He accuses Kaa of lying to him and runs off. At his lowest low,
Mowgli finds himself in the wasteland part of the jungle, where a pack of comical vultures reside. They begin
to taunt Mowgli because of his bizarre appearance, driving Mowgli to tears. Feeling sorry for the boy, the
vultures apologize and offers Mowgli a spot in their group. Mowgli denies the offer initially, but the vultures
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begin to warm up to him. Just as they begin to have fun, Shere Khan appears and attacks. Baloo arrives and
battles the tiger, and is apparently killed. Lightning strikes a nearby tree, putting one of the branches on fire.
Baloo then begins to wake up, revealing to be alive. Mowgli and Baloo reunite, just as Mowgli hears the
singing of another human from the Man Village. It is a girl gathering water, and Mowgli falls in love. She
leads him to the Man Village, and Mowgli is finally where he belongs. Not long after Baloo and Bagheera
dropped Mowgli off at the Man Village, Mowgli has since been adopted by the village leader and his wife. He
now has a little brother named Ranjan and has become close friends with the girl that lured him into the
village, Shanti. Though he enjoys playing with Ranjan and Shanti , Mowgli misses his jungle life and hopes to
one day return to it. During a normal day, Mowgli almost led the village children to the jungle to show them
how fun it can be. However, the village leader halted the event as he, and the other villagers, believe the jungle
is a dangerous place. Later on that night, Baloo sneaks into the village, reuniting with his "bear cub. Baloo and
Mowgli make a run for the jungle, but the villagers attack Shere Khan, who also journeyed into the village to
extract revenge on Mowgli. The next day, Mowgli and Baloo are gathering mangoes when Bagheera arrives.
He also tells him that the entire village has entered the jungle, searching for the man cub. For the sake of his
friendship with Baloo however, Mowgli decides to shelve the feelings and asks Baloo to find a good hideout
for the two of them. After a party, Baloo begins to tell the animals about the village, using information from
Mowgli to recite. Baloo repeats all that Mowgli has complained about, but, unknowing to Baloo, Mowgli
actually misses the village, and runs off to be alone for a while. Suddenly, Shanti and Ranjan appear after
searching far and wide for Mowgli. As Baloo searches for him, he spots Shanti. Earlier, Mowgli and Baloo
planned on scaring Shanti away if she ever found them, so, Baloo made himself appear to be vicious,
successfully scaring her. As Mowgli has changed his mind, he tries to stop Baloo, accidentally revealing that
he planned the entire scare. Shanti and Ranjan leave, having Mowgli follow to apologize. He finds them
cornered by a vengeful Shere Khan, and a chase follows. It leads to ancient ruins where Baloo, Mowgli, and
Shanti battle the tiger, while Bagheera watches over Ranjan. After his defeat, Mowgli and Baloo bid farewell,
as Mowgli decides to stay in the village. Soon, it is revealed that Mowgli, Shanti, and Ranjan are now allowed
to visit Baloo and Bagheera as they please. A relationship between Mowgli and Shanti also blossoms. Mowgli
was featured on the Jungle Cubs: Along the way, they meet some old friends and foes and each meeting brings
a story from their childhood. Like the film, Baloo volunteers to raise Mowgli as his own in the jungle, but
Bagheera is firmly against this, and forces the two to follow him to the Man Village. Along the way, their
encounter old friends and foes, the first of which is Kaa, who hypnotizes Mowgli in an attempt to eat him.
While traversing the Savannah, Mowgli is nearly eaten by Haithi, who tosses the man-cub aside after realizing
what he was about to do. Haithi voices his distaste for humans before absentmindedly reminiscing about the
past, allowing Mowgli and his friends to exit the scene. Finally, the trio are attacked by Shere Khan. He
corners Mowgli and prepares to eat him, but Baloo and Bagheera call Khan out, claiming he owes them for
saving his life when they were kids. Baloo takes the opportunity to brag, reiterating his claim that Mowgli is
safe in his care. The trio then walk off into the jungle as King Louie closes out the story. Mowgli made few
cameo appearances in House of Mouse usually found in crowd shots with Baloo or King Louie. During the
opening of the show, Mowgli can be seen petting Oliver from the film Oliver and Company. In " House of
Turkey ," Mowgli was seen being coiled up by Kaa when he and the other guests begin getting hungry with
not a turkey to dine on. Snowed in at the House of Mouse. Other appearances In the Dalmatians:
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Jumbo, one of the elephants, receives her baby, who is soon made fun of by the other elephants because of his
large ears, and they nickname him "Dumbo". After locking the elephants, Mrs. Jumbo starts to cuddle Dumbo.
When a storm comes, the elephants have to help set up the circus tents. Afterwards, they have a parade
through town. However, Dumbo ends up in a muddy puddle, so Mrs. Jumbo has to wash him. When a group
of boys torment Dumbo, Mrs. Jumbo responds by attacking one of the boys and, losing her temper in the
confusion. Jumbo is deemed mad and tossed into a cage. Dumbo is shunned by the other elephants, and with
no parent to care for him, he is now alone. After being secretly encouraged by Timothy, the circus director
makes Dumbo the top of an elephant pyramid stunt. The performance goes awry as Dumbo trips over his ears
and misses his target, causing the other elephants to suffer various injuries, and bring down the big top.
Dumbo is made into a clown as a result, officially having the other elephants deem him no longer one of them,
and plays the main role in an act that involves him falling into a vat of pie filling. Despite his newfound
popularity and fame, Dumbo dislikes this job, and is now more miserable than ever. To cheer Dumbo up,
Timothy takes him to visit his mother; on the way back, Dumbo cries and then starts to hiccup, so Timothy
takes him for a drink of water from a bucket which, unknown to them, has accidentally had a bottle of
champagne knocked into it by the clowns. As a result, Dumbo and Timothy both become drunk , and see
hallucinations of pink elephants. The next morning, Dumbo and Timothy wake up in a tree, but soon fall into a
lake; Timothy wonders how they got up in the tree, and concludes that Dumbo flew up there using his large
ears as wings. With the help from a group of crows , Timothy is able to get Dumbo to fly again, using a
psychological trick of a "magic feather" to boost his confidence. Back at the circus, Dumbo performs the same
stunt, which involves jumping from a high building. On the way down, Dumbo loses the feather; Timothy
quickly tells him that the feather was never magical, and that he is still able to fly. Dumbo is able to pull out of
the dive and flies around the circus, finally striking back at his tormentors as a stunned audience looks on in
amazement. After this performance, Dumbo becomes a media sensation, Timothy becomes his manager, and
Dumbo and Mrs. Jumbo are given a private car on the circus train. Voice cast The voice actors are uncredited
for their roles in the film. The title character is Dumbo, the nickname given to Jumbo Jr. He is an elephant
who has huge ears and is able to use them to fly, carrying what he thinks of as a magic feather. Edward
Brophy as Timothy Q. Mouse, an anthropomorphic mouse who becomes the only friend of Dumbo after his
mother is locked up and does his best to make Dumbo happy again. He teaches Dumbo how to become the
"ninth wonder of the universe", and the only flying elephant in the whole world. He is never mentioned by
name in the film, but his signature can be read on the contract in a newspaper photograph at the finale. Verna
Felton as Elephant Matriarch, the well-meaning but pompous leader of the elephants who is initially cold
towards Dumbo. Felton also voices Mrs. Cliff Edwards as Jim Crow , the leader of a group of crows. Herman
Bing as The Ringmaster, who though not truly evil, is a strict and occasionally arrogant man. Sterling
Holloway as Mr. Disney immediately grasped its possibilities and heartwarming story and purchased the
rights to it. They wrote the script in chapters, much like a book, an unusual way of writing a film script.
Regardless of this, very little was changed from the original draft. Timothy Mouse was voiced by Edward
Brophy , a character actor known for portraying gangsters. He has no other known animation voice credit. The
semi-antagonistic circus director was voiced by Herman Bing , a German-American character actor
remembered for his wild-eyed facial expressions and thick German accent in several comedy works. Other
voice actors include the perennial Sterling Holloway in appearing as Mr. Animation When the film went into
production in early , supervising director Ben Sharpsteen was given orders to keep the film simple and
inexpensive. Although the film is more "cartoony" than previous Disney films the animators brought elephants
and other animals into the studio to study their movement. Dumbo is one of the few Disney features to use the
technique, which was also used for Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs , and regularly employed for the
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various Disney cartoon shorts. The other Disney features used oil paint and gouache. Disney declined, saying
that he would put it to a vote. Sorrel again demanded that Disney sign with his union, but Disney once again
refused. On May 29, , shortly after rough animation on Dumbo was complete, much of the Disney studio staff
went on strike. A number of strikers are caricatured in the feature as clowns who go to "hit the big boss for a
raise". The strike lasted five weeks, and ended the "family" atmosphere and camaraderie at the studio. Songs
and performers "Look Out for Mr.
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